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LADYBUG LAZY KATE

■■ Hold one side of the stud and screw on a hex cou-

assembly instructions

Assembly

Instructions

PARTS

TOOLS

3—1" steel studs (A)
6—hex coupler nut (B)
4—bobbin shafts (C)
2—nylon bolts (D)
4—pulleys (E)
4—tension O rings (F)
4—retainer rings (G)

2—3/8" wrenches or
1—3/8" wrench &
1—pliers

pler nut on the other side until it touches the leg.
■■ Hold onto this hex nut and pull it slightly forward
to prevent the stud from turning while you screw a
hex coupler nut onto the other side of the stud.
■■ Tighten both nuts by hand up against the leg
(figure 2).
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Bobbins are not included.
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■■ Using two 3/8" wrenches (or a wrench and a pair

STEP 1: INSTALL THE HEX COUPLER NUTS
■■ Slide a steel stud into a front leg holes that it ex-

tends evenly on each side of the leg (figure 1).
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of pliers), hold one nut with the wrench and tighten
the other nut with a wrench about a quarter turn until
very snug (figure 3).
■■ Repeat for the other two holes.
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STEP 2: INSTALL THE O-RINGS PULLEYS

STEP 4: INSTALL THE KATE O-RINGS

■■ Slide two pulleys onto a nylon bolt and screw it into

■■ Place a tension o-ring onto each pulley (figure 6).
■■ Push the retainer rings onto the end of each bob-

one side of the center hex coupler nuts (figure 4).
■■ Repeat for the other side.

SPINNING ACCESSORIES

bin shaft.

Optional Whorls

high
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STEP 5: INSTALLING THE BOBBINS
■■ Remove the retainer rings from the bobbin shafts.
■■ Slide the bobbins onto the bobbin shafts with the

STEP 3: INSTALL THE BOBBIN SHAFTS
■■ Screw a bobbin shaft into each of the remaining hex

coupler nuts, two above and two below (figure 5).
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Niddy Noddy
(maple or cherry)

large ends towards the leg.
■■ Place a tension o-ring on one of the pulleys and
over the groove in the bobbin
■■ Secure the bobbins in place by sliding the retainer
rings onto the ends of the bobbin shafts (figure 7).
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